Abstract. Nowadays the amount of digital information that found in internet has considerably increased that is why online search is needed to automatically find the corresponding documents. These documents must be verified in order to know whether they contain the required information. A way to simplify the online search is using keywords or keyphrases since they act as filters within a search field. The paper presents the comparison of automatic keyphrases extraction systems based on a collection of scientific papers used in task 5 of SemEval-2010 which calls "Automatic keyphrase extraction from scientific articles". In the experimental section, the results are presented for installable and online systems. We found systems that can match better the author-, reader-, and combinedassigned keyphrases with the keyphrases proposed by an expert. Finally, the obtained results are compared to the results obtained in task 5 of SemEval-2010. 
Introduction
At present time the usage of data is a factor of great importance in the public and private sectors. With the constant increase of digital information it needs to be organized for the usage. Nowadays with the technology advances, the searching of information has been facilitated. The keyphrases helps in the information retrieval task because they are very useful for searching information in a big data collection and act as filter to show the most important topics that are described by the author. The keyphrases are the union of words that represent the main ideas of text and provide a brief perception of its content [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The automatic selection of keyphrases that best describe a text is called Automatic Keyphrase Extraction (AKE). That is to say, the AKE is responsible to perform all the process that is made by a professional indexer, since executing the process automatically reduces factors as the cost of hiring an expert on the subject and the time involved. Witten [3] mentions that the keyphrases usually are elected manually in many academic contexts. The authors assign keywords at the documents they write. The professional indexers usually elect phrases from a "controlled vocabulary" that is relevant for the domain. However, the great majority of documents come without keyphrases, and manually assigning it is a tedious process that requires a specialized knowledge.
The organization of paper is as follows: in section 2, the related works to AKE are mentioned. In the section 3, the proposed frame work for evaluating AKE systems is described. In the section 4, the dataset, the evaluation tool and the results of experimentation are presented. In the section 5, the conclusions of paper are presented.
Related Work
In 2010, Kim et al. [1, 2] perform the shared task "Task 5: Automatic Keyphrase Extraction from Scientific Articles" that was included in the SemEval-2010. The purpose was to develop AKE systems from scientific papers and compare the list of keyphrases proposed by each competitor system with the keyphrases that were assigned by humans to each of the scientific papers. The system that won the best result in the task was the system HUMB [7] with F-score of 27.5% in the combined-assigned configuration.
HUMB is supervised approach that analyzes the structure of document (abstract, conclusions, and references). The selection of candidates that implements is the extraction of n-grams up to 5 words, elimination of candidates that started or terminated with stopwords, filtering of mathematical symbols. The classification of candidates is done by a decision tree. Also the terminology databases GRISP [8] and Wikipedia [9] are used.
Nguyen [10] participates in the task 5 SemEval-2010 with the system WINGNUS. WINGNUS is a supervised approach, one of the main characteristics that employ for the keyphrases extraction is the logic structure of document, to make less text to analyze. The sections are identified where is the most probable is to find the keyphrases. They consider that these sections are abstract, introduction and conclusions. For the classification of candidates employs 19 syntactic functions of which the best result is obtained with the functions such as: tf x idf, term frequency, substrings frequency, first occurrence and length of the phrase.
El-Beltagy [11] participates in the task 5 SemEva-2010 with the system KP-miner. KP-miner is an unsupervised approach that extracts keyphrases from text in Arab and English. The process consists of three steps: 1.-Selection of candidates where the words are filtered which are not separated by punctuation signs or stopwords, also the frequency of phrase and first occurrence is included. 2.-Weight calculation: term weight, term frequency, IDF weighting, increase factor and term position. 3.-Selected list of final candidate for keyphrases: this is an optional characteristic of the system to refine the candidates.
Bernend [12] participates in the task 5 SemEvla-2010 with the system SZTERGAK. SZTERGAK is a supervised approach. The selection of candidates that employs is the extraction n-grams up to 4 words, the characteristics are grouped in four categories: 1.-Sentence level (length word and POS pattern). 2.-Document level (such characteristics as: acronomity, PMI Sintactic). 3.-Corpora level (tf-idf and keyphraseness). 4.-External knowledge: use of Wikipedia.
Pianta [13] participates with the system KX. This it is an unsupervised approach. KX employs four steps for the selection of candidates to extract n-grams up to 4 words: three at corpora level and one extracts the specific document information. For the classification of candidates employs the next characteristics: idf, length phrase, position of first occurrence, subsumption and boosting.
The state-of-the-art of AKE systems that not included in task 5 are presented below. Witten et al. [3] create an algorithm which calls KEA. The proposed algorithm is a supervised approach uses the technique of Naive Bayes, which from training data creates a training model that can extract the keyphrases of new documents. KEA employs 2 characteristics: tf-idf and first occurrence of phrase.
Turney [5] presents the results of comparison between an extraction model based in a genetic algorithm and an implementation of C4.5 decision trees. Turney informs that genetic algorithm issues better keywords than decision trees.
Mihalcea [6] presents a classification model based on an unsupervised graph that uses the co-occurrence and relation between words that added to the graph to give weights to the vertices. TextRank perform two tasks inside of the information retrieval that are: keyphrase extraction and keyphrase extraction for text summarization.
Medelyan [14] presents Maui, this is a variant of KEA. This is a supervised algorithm for the automatic indexing, uses semantic information extracted from Wikipedia which uses external resources to obtain the best keyphrase extraction based in the titles from Wikipedia.
Framework
The dataset of task 5 of SemEval2010 is used. First, the pre-processing is applied. Second, the AKE based on the standard configuration of parameters is performed. Third, Porter stemmer algorithm [15] is applied to obtain the evaluation format. Forth, the evaluation is performed with the tool that evaluates the results, same that it is used in the task 5 of SemEval-2010 (performance.pl). Finally, the systems are compared to the results which are presented in task 5. The evaluated systems are divided in two categories: installable and online systems.
Online systems are those that are run from a web page. The online systems we use for evaluation are mentioned as follows: Alchemy [16] is a commercial system it belongs to the products of IBM family. It offers the AKE as well as entities, text sentiment, classifies the relevance of results, returns the results in different format and it works with a great range of languages. Skyttle [17] is a commercial system for the AKE and text sentiment, it works only in English. Fivefilters [18] is a terms extractor of open source that returns the most important terms. The parameters are: maximum of results, special formats of results, maximum of words per term. It works only in English. Genia Tagger [19] is a commercial terms extractor designed for texts of biomedical area. We use it in this work for learning the performance in other domain. Tree Tagger [19] is a commercial terms extractor that returns the main terms of an analyzed text. It works only in English. Transalated Labs [20] is a terms extractor for identification of the main terms in one text. It works in French, Italian and English.
Installable systems are those that run locally in computers. The installable systems we use for evaluation as follows: KEA [21] is an open source system of supervised approach that from training dataset can perform automatic keyphrase extraction. The parameters are length phrase, minimum occurrence, vocabulary name. It works in English, Spanish and French. Extractor [22] is commercial system which extracts keyphrases from a text. The parameters are the number of keyphrases for extraction and list of stopwords. It works in English, Spanish, French, German, Japanese and Korean. Wordstat [23] is a commercial system that counts with tools for the text processing. For the automatic keyphrase extraction, the parameters are length phrase, minimum of occurrence, it works with a great range of languages. TexLexAn [24] is an open source system that incorporates different applications as automatic text summarization, plagiarism detection, keyword extraction. It works in English, Spanish, French, German and Italian.
Experimental Results

Dataset
The dataset used is a collection of scientific articles from task 5 of SemEval-2010. The articles come from the digital library ACM. The distribution of the 4 areas that contains the corpora SemEval-2010 [1] . There are three assignments of golden keyphrases: 1.-Author: keyphrases that have been assigned by the authors of scientific articles by defect. 2.-Reader: keyphrases that were assigned by the readers of scientific articles. In this paper, the evaluation is implemented using a standard configuration with the objective of measuring the performance of the systems under the following parameters:
Number of keyphrases to extract: a list of 15 keyphrases are extracted for each of 100 scientific articles from SemEval2010. Minimum length: keyphrase can be considered of the length of one word. Maximum length: based on the system HUMB [7] , the maximum number of words that can contain a keyphrase is 5. This is done with the purpose of including the major amount of keyphrases with 4 and 5 words, which mostly occurred in the corpora. There are also longer keyphrases, however contains stopwords. Frequency: the systems that have this parameter are left by default for the systems that requires it. figure 2) . figure 3 ). 
Comparison of Results with Systems in SemEval-2010
The comparison of the results in this evaluation of the task 5 of SemEval-2010 are presented, with the objective of learning if the systems actually present better performance that already evaluated before. Comparison of the results in the author-assigned keyphrases
In this paper, the obtained results of the system Extractor of author-assigned keyphrases is 14.31%. DERIUNLP with 14.70% has the similar result in SemEval-2010, while lowest result in this evaluation is Translatedlab with 5.09%. In the top 15 in SemEval-2010, UKP obtained 1.3%. In figure 4 , the best reached result in this evaluation is Extractor 14.31% and in SemEval-2010 is HUMB 19.3%. The bars of color strong gray belong to the installable systems and the bars of color light gray to the online systems that are compared in this paper, while the black bars belong to the systems participated in the task 5 of SemEval-2010 (see figure 4) .
Comparison of the results in the reader-assigned keyphrases
In the reader-assigned keyphrases, the system with the highest result is Alchemy with 19.31%, its result is similar to DERIUNLP with 19.5% and DFKI with 19.3% in SemEval-2010. The system with the lowest result in this evaluation is TexLexAn with 7.1%, while in SemEval-2010 is UKP with 5.2%. In figure 5 , the best obtained result in this evaluation is Alchemy with 19.31% and in SemEval-2010 is HUMB with 23.5%. The bars of color strong gray belong to the installable systems and the bars of color light gray to the online systems that are compared in this paper, while the black bars belong to the systems participated in the task 5 of SemEval-2010 (see figure 5) . 
Comparison of the results in the combined keyphrases
In the combined-assigned keyphrases, the system with the highest result in this evaluation is Alchemy with 21.37%. The result can be compared to DERIUNLP with 22.30% and Maui with 20.60%. The system with the lowest result in this evaluation is TexLexAn with 8.97% while in SemEval-2010 is UKP with 5.3%. In figure 6 , the best obtained result in this evaluation is Alchemy with 21.37% and in SemEval-2010 is HUMB with 27.5%. The bars of color strong gray belong to the installable systems and the bars of color light gray to the online systems that are compared in this paper, while the black bars belong to the systems participated in the task 5 of SemEval-2010 (see figure 6 ). The comparison of the obtained results showed the ranking of the state-of-the-art AKE systems with the already evaluated systems of SemEval-2010.
The results of the systems presented in SemEval-2010 are superior for some systems and are equal for another systems evaluated in this work. We expected that systems evaluated in this paper would present better performance that previously evaluated, considered the time that has passed since 2010.
Also, the presented results show that some terms extraction systems obtain better results than the keyphrase extraction systems.
Conclusions
In this paper, the evaluation of systems that automatically extract keyphrases is presented over the commercial free systems that are available in internet for the usage and download. The contribution of the paper is to present the performance of the-state- of the-art systems and compare the performance with the systems evaluated in SemEval-2010. According to the ranking of systems by the three assignments that contains the gold keyphrases, the system Extractor obtained the first place in the authorassigned while the system Alchemy obtained the first place in the reader-and combined-assigned. The future work is to test the state-of-the-art systems over other dataset with authorand reader-assigned keyphrases. Other idea is to learn the performance of the systems in different domains. Also, syntactic n-grams [25, 26] and maximal frequent sequences [27] [28] [29] will be tested.
